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Abstract

The kth power Gk of a graph G is the graph defined on V (G) such that two
vertices u and v are adjacent in Gk if the distance between u and v in G is at most
k. Let χ(H) and χ`(H) be the chromatic number and the list chromatic number
of H, respectively. A graph H is called chromatic-choosable if χ`(H) = χ(H). It
is an interesting problem to find graphs that are chromatic-choosable. A natural
question raised by Xuding Zhu [16] is whether there exists a constant integer k
such that Gk is chromatic-choosable for every graph G.

Motivated by the List Total Coloring Conjecture, Kostochka and Woodall [9]
asked whether G2 is chromatic-choosable for every graph G. Kim and Park [10]
solved Kostochka and Woodall’s conjecture in the negative by finding a family
of graphs G whose squares are complete multipartite graphs with partite sets
of unbounded size. In this paper, we answer Zhu’s question by showing that
for every integer k ≥ 2, there exists a graph G such that Gk is not chromatic-
choosable. Moreover, for any fixed k we show that the value χ`(G

k)−χ(Gk) can
be arbitrarily large.
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1 Introduction

For any graph G and for any positive integer k, the kth power Gk of a graph G is the

graph defined on V (G) such that two vertices u and v are adjacent in Gk if the distance

between u and v in G is at most k. In particular, G2 is called the square of G.

A proper k-coloring φ : V (G) → {1, 2, . . . , k} of a graph G is an assignment of

colors to the vertices of G so that any two adjacent vertices receive distinct colors.

The chromatic number χ(G) of a graph G is the least k such that there exists a proper
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k-coloring of G. A list assignment L is an assignment of lists of colors to vertices. A

graph G is said to be k-choosable if for any list L(v) of size at least k, there exists

a proper coloring φ such that φ(v) ∈ L(v) for every v ∈ V (G). The least k such

that G is k-choosable is called the list chromatic number χ`(G) of a graph G. Clearly

χ`(G) ≥ χ(G) for every graph G. List colouring was introduced independently in

papers of Erdös, Rubin and Taylor [3] and Vizing [14].

A graph G is called chromatic-choosable if χ`(G) = χ(G). It is an interesting

problem to find graphs that are chromatic-choosable (see [2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 13]). There

are several famous conjectures that some classes of graphs are chromatic-choosable

including the List Coloring Conjecture and the List Total Coloring Conjecture.

Borodin, Kostochka and Woodall [2] proposed the List Total Coloring Conjecture

which asserts that χ`(T (G)) = χ(T (G)) for every graph G, where T (G) is the total

graph of G. Motivated by the List Total Coloring Conjecture, Kostochka and Woodall

[9] proposed the List Square Coloring Conjecture which states that G2 is chromatic-

choosable for every graph G. It was noted in [9] that the List Total Coloring Conjecture

is true if the List Square Coloring Conjecture is true.

If the diameter of a graph G is m, then Gm is chromatic-choosable since Gm is a

complete graph. Thus given a graph G, there exists an integer m such that Gm is

chromatic-choosable. A natural question raised by Xuding Zhu [16] is whether there

exists a constant k such that Gk is chromatic-choosable for every graph G. It is an

interesting problem to find a class F of graphs such that for every integer k ≥ k0 with

some constant k0, Hk is chromatic-choosable for every graph H in F . In this direction,

Wang and Zhu [15] shows that Ck
n is chromatic-choosable for any positive integer k

and for any cycle Cn.

Recently, Kim and Park [10] disproved the List Square Coloring Conjecture by

showing that for any prime n, there exists a graph G such that G2 is isomorphic

to Kn?(2n−1), where Kn∗(2n−1) denotes the complete multipartite graph with (2n − 1)

partite sets in which each partite set has size n. A well-known theorem of Alon [1]

says that there are constants c1 and c2 such that Km∗k has the list chromatic number

between c1(logm)k and c2(logm)k. Combining this with Kim and Park’s result, we

see that there is a graph G whose square’s chromatic number is (2n − 1) and list

chromatic number is at least c2n(log n). This means that the difference (and, in fact,

the ratio) between the list chromatic number of G2 and the chromatic number of G2

can be arbitrarily large.

Since there exists a graph G such that G2 is not chromatic-choosable, next direction

is to find the smallest k such that Gk is chromatic-choosable for every graph G, if such k

exists. In this paper, we answer Zhu’s question [16] by showing that there is no constant
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k such that Gk is chromatic-choosable for every graph G. We show the following main

theorem.

Theorem 1 For any positive integer k ≥ 2 and for any positive integer s, there exists

a graph G such that

χ`
(
Gk
)
≥ 10

9
· 33sk−1 − 1 =

10

9
χ(Gk)− 1.

This implies that for any integer k ≥ 2, there exists a graph G such that Gk is not

chromatic-choosable. Moreover, since

χ`
(
Gk
)
− χ

(
Gk
)
≥
(

10

9
− 1

)
· 33sk−1 − 1 = 33sk−3 − 1,

for any fixed k, the value χ`
(
Gk
)
−χ

(
Gk
)

can be arbitrarily large as the integer s goes

to infinity.

We will prove Theorem 1 with the following procedure. In Section 2, for odd

k = 2n − 1 ≥ 3, we construct a Cayley graph Gn such that Gk
n is isomorphic to a

complete 3n−2-partite graph in which every part has size 3. Note that applying a

result of Kierstead [7], we have χ`(G
k
n) ≥ d4χ(Gk)−1

3
e. Thus for k = 2n − 1, Gn is a

counterexample to Zhu’s question.

In Section 3, to handle the even integer k = 2n case and to complete the proof of

Theorem 1, we construct a graph Hn by taking a cartesian product of Gn with K3.

As it turns out, Hk
n is isomorphic to the join of 33n−2 copies of K3�K3, the cartesian

product of K3 with itself. We provide a specific list assignment which proves that this

graph satisfies the statement of Theorem 1.

Remark 1 We have learned that Kosar et al. [8] independently obtained a similar

result for Zhu’s question. They show that for every prime power n and for every k,

there is a graph G such that the chromatic number of Gk is at most kn2 + 1 and Gk

contains a subgraph isomorphic to Kn∗(k−1)n2 . Applying the result of Alon in [1], we

observe that χ`(G
k) is bounded below by a constant multiple of χ(Gk) log(χ(Gk)).

2 Case for odd k

In this section, we define a Cayley graph Gn and study its properties. Let Γ be a

finite group, and let X ⊆ Γ\{1Γ} be a symmetric generating set for Γ, where 1Γ is

the identity element of Γ. Note that X contains the inverse of each of its elements,

but does not contain the identity element of Γ. The Cayley graph Cay (Γ, X) for the
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pair (Γ, X) is the graph defined on the vertex set Γ such that two vertices g and h are

adjacent in Cay (Γ, X) if g−1h ∈ X, or equivalently, h−1g ∈ X. It follows that Cayley

graphs considered in this article are finite, connected, undirected, and simple (with no

loops or multiple edges). Now we define Gn as an example of a Cayley graph, where n

is a positive integer.

Construction 1 For any positive integer m ≥ 2, let Zm3 be an (usual) additive abelian

group of order 3m. Namely, Zm3 = {(a1, a2, . . . , am) : ai ∈ {0, 1, 2} for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m}.
Note that the identity element of Zm3 , denoted by 0, is (0, . . . , 0).

For any i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} with i 6= j, let xi,j(m) be the vector in Zm3 such that the ith

coordinate of xi,j(m) is 1, the jth coordinate of xi,j(m) is 2, and all other coordinates of

xi,j(m) are 0. For example, x1,3(6) = (1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0). For simplicity, we denote xi,j(m)

by xi,j if there is no confusion. For any positive integer n, let Xn be the subset of Z3n
3

such that

Xn = {xi,j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3n, and i 6= j}.

Since −xi,j = xj,i, Xn is closed under the inverse operation. Let

Γn = {(z1, z2, . . . , z3n) ∈ Z3n
3 :

3n∑
i=1

zi = 0 (mod 3)}.

Now Γn is a subgroup of Z3n
3 since y − z ∈ Γn for any two y, z ∈ Γn. The index of the

subgroup Γn in Z3n
3 is 3 because Z3n

3 is the disjoint union of Γn, (1, 0, . . . , 0) + Γn, and

(2, 0, . . . , 0) + Γn. Furthermore one can show that Xn is a generating set of Γn. Now

let Gn be the Cayley graph Cay (Γn, Xn). Note that |V (Gn)| = |Γn| = 33n−1 and Gn is

a connected graph.

Let an, bn be the vectors in Z3n
3 defined by

an = (1, 1, . . . , 1)

bn = (2, 2, . . . , 2),

namely, an and bn are vectors such that all coordinates are identical as 1 and 2,

respectively. First, we study basic properties of the graph Gn in Lemmas 2 and 4.

Definition 1 Given y in Γn and j ∈ {1, 2} define fj(y) to be the number of coordinates

of y which are equal to j. Define f(y) = f1(y)+f2(y) and fmin(y) = min{f1(y), f2(y)}.
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Lemma 2 For any y in Γn, we have

dGn(0, y) =
2

3
f(y)− 1

3
fmin(y).

Proof: First, we observe that f1(y) ≡ f2(y) (mod 3) whenever y is in Γn, which implies

that 2
3
f(y)− 1

3
fmin(y) is integer valued. We proceed by induction on f(y). The cases

f(y) ≤ 2 are easily verified. Now suppose that f(y) = m ≥ 3. First, we prove the

bound dGn(0, y) ≤ 2
3
f(y)− 1

3
fmin(y). We divide the proof into two cases.

Case 1: fmin(y) ≥ 1.

In this case, there exist coordinates j1 and j2 such that yj1 = 1 and yj2 = 2. Let

w = y − xj1,j2 . Then clearly f(w) = f(y) − 2 and fmin(w) = fmin(y) − 1. So, by the

induction hypothesis, dGn(0, w) = 2
3
f(w) − 1

3
fmin(w) = 2

3
f(y) − 1

3
fmin(y) − 1, and so

dGn(0, y) ≤ 2
3
f(y)− 1

3
fmin(y).

Case 2: fmin(y) = 0.

In this case, we have that all of the non-zero coordinates of y are equal. This implies

that the number of non-zero coordinates is a multiple of 3 by definition of Γn. Now,

let j1 and j2 be any two coordinates such that yj1 and yj2 are non-zero. We have that

f(y − xj1,j2) is precisely f(y) − 1 and fmin(y − xj1,j2) is precisely 1. By the induction

hypothesis, the distance from y − xj1,j2 to 0 is exactly 2
3
f(y) − 1

3
fmin(y) − 1, and so

dGn(0, y) ≤ 2
3
f(y)− 1

3
fmin(y).

Now, let us show that dGn(0, y) ≥ 2
3
f(y) − 1

3
fmin(y). Suppose that y0, . . . , yd is a

path in Gn such that y0 = y, yd = 0 and d = dGn(0, y).

For any adjacent vertices x and z, we have |f(x)−f(z)| ≤ 2 and |fmin(x)−fmin(z)| ≤
2. Furthermore if f(x) − f(z) = 2, then fmin(x) − fmin(z) = 1. If f(x) − f(z) = 1,

then fmin(x)− fmin(z) ≥ −1. Hence for any i = 1, . . . , d, we have 2
(
f(yi−1)− f(yi)

)
−(

fmin(yi−1)− fmin(yi)
)
≤ 3 since yi−1 and yi are adjacent. Therefore

2

3
f(y)− 1

3
fmin(y) =

1

3
(2f(y)− fmin(y))

=
1

3

d∑
i=1

(
2
(
f(yi−1)− f(yi)

)
−
(
fmin(yi−1)− fmin(yi)

))
≤ d = dGn(0, y).

Corollary 3 For any two vertices y and z in Gn we have d(y, z) ≤ 2n where the

equality holds if and only if every coordinate of y − z is equal to some j in {1, 2}.
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Define a relation ∼ on V (Gn) by

y ∼ z if and only if y − z ∈ {0, an,bn}.

Then one can check the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation. For each vertex y ∈
V (Gn), the equivalent class [y] containing y has three elements,

[y] = {y, y + an, y + bn}.

Note that Kn?r denotes the complete multipartite graph with r partite sets in which

each partite set has size n.

Lemma 4 For any integer n ≥ 2, G2n−1
n is isomorphic to the complete multipartite

graph K3?33n−2 in which partite sets are the equivalent classes obtained by the relation

∼.

Proof: By Corollary 3, for any two vertices y and z in Gn, dGn(y, z) ≤ 2n and the

equality holds only when y − z ∈ {an,bn}. Therefore the lemma holds.

Note that Kierstead [7] showed that χ`(K3?m) = d4m−1
3
e. Thus from Lemma 4, we

have the following corollary.

Corollary 5 For every odd k, there exists a graph G such that χ`(G
k) = d4χ(Gk)−1

3
e.

This implies that for every odd integer k, there exists a graph G such the kth

power of G, denoted by Gk, is not chromatic-choosable, since d4χ(Gk)−1
3
e > χ(Gk) when

χ(Gk) ≥ 2. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1, we may restrict our attention

to even values of k.

3 Proof of Theorem 1

Next, we define another graph Hn which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. The

cartesian product of G and H, denoted by G�H, is the graph with the vertex set

V (G)× V (H) such that for two vertices (g1, h1), (g2, h2) ∈ V (G)× V (H), (g1, h1) and

(g2, h2) are adjacent in G�H if and only if either h1 = h2 and g1g2 ∈ E(G), or g1 = g2

and h1h2 ∈ E(H).

Construction 2 For any positive integer n, let Hn be the cartesian product Gn�K3

of Gn and K3.
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For given disjoint graphs G1, . . . , Gt, the join G1 + · · · + Gt of G1, . . . , Gt is the

graph obtained by adding all edges between V (Gi) and V (Gj) with i 6= j. We will

show that the (2n)th power of Hn, denoted by H2n
n , is isomorphic to the join of 33n−2

copies of K3�K3.

Theorem 6 If Hn is the graph defined in Construction 2, then H2n
n is isomorphic to

the join of 33n−2 copies of K3�K3.

Proof: By Lemma 4, G2n−1
n is isomorphic to K3?33n−2 . Let P1, P2, . . ., P33n−2 be the

partite sets of G2n−1
n . For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 33n−2}, let Qi be a set of vertices of Hn

defined by

Qi = Pi × V (K3).

Note that |Qi| = 9, and {Qi | 1 ≤ i ≤ 33n−2} is a partition of V (Hn).

To show that H2n
n is isomorphic to the join of 33n−2 copies of K3�K3, it is sufficient

to show the following claims.

Claim 1. For any vertex x ∈ Qi and y ∈ Qj with i 6= j, we have dHn(x, y) ≤ 2n.

Claim 2. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 33n−2}, the subgraph of H2n
n induced by Qi is isomorphic

to K3�K3.

Since V (Hn) = V (Gn)× V (K3), for any two vertices x and y in Hn, we can denote

x = (x1, x2) and y = (y1, y2) with x1, y1 ∈ V (Gn) and x2, y2 ∈ V (K3). By Lemma 4,

dGn(x1, y1) ≤ 2n for any x1, y1 ∈ V (Gn) and dGn(x1, y1) = 2n only when x1 6= y1 and

x1 ∼ y1. It is well-known that

dGn�K3(x, y) = dGn(x1, y1) + dK3(x2, y2).

Thus

dHn(x, y) ≤ 2n+ 1

and dHn(x, y) = 2n+ 1 if and only if dGn(x1, y1) = 2n and dK3(x2, y2) = 1.

If x ∈ Qi and y ∈ Qj with i 6= j, then dGn(x1, y1) ≤ 2n− 1 by Lemma 4. Thus

dHn(x, y) ≤ 2n.

This completes the proof of Claim 1.

Suppose that x, y ∈ Qi for some integer i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 33n−2}. Then x1, y1 ∈ Pi
and x1 ∼ y1. Therefore dHn(x, y) = 2n + 1 if and only if x1 6= y1 and x2 6= y2. This

means that two vertices x and y of Qi are non-adjacent in H2n
n if and only if x1 6= y1
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and x2 6= y2, which implies that the subgraph of H2n
n induced by Qi is isomorphic to

K3�K3. This completes the proof of Claim 2.

By Claim 1, for any vertex x ∈ Qi and y ∈ Qj with i 6= j, two vertices x and y are

adjacent in H2n
n . Therefore H2n

n is isomorphic to the join of 33n−2 copies of K3�K3 by

Claim 2.

For any join G = G1 + · · ·+Gt of disjoint graphs G1, . . . , Gt, χ(G) is χ(G1) + · · ·+
χ(Gt) because any two vertices belonging to different vertex sets V (Gi) and V (Gj) are

joined by an edge. Hence we have the following lemma.

Lemma 7 Let Hn be the graph defined in Construction 2 and H = H2n
n . Then χ(H) =

33n−1.

Proof: By Theorem 6, H = H2n
n is isomorphic to the join of 33n−2 copies of K3�K3.

Since χ(K3�K3) = 3, we have χ(H) = 33n−2χ(K3�K3) = 33n−1.

Lemma 8 Let Hn be the graph defined in Construction 2 and H = H2n
n . Then

χ`(H) ≥ 10

9
· 33n−1 − 1.

Proof: Let t be an even integer. Let A1, A2, A3 be mutually disjoint sets such that

|A1| = |A2| = |A3| = t
2
, and let A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ A3.

For the relation ∼, there are 33n−2 equivalent classes P1, P2, . . ., P33n−2 . For each

Pi where i ∈ {1, . . . , 33n−2}, we fix a representative zi in each equivalent class Pi and

say Pi = [zi]. Let

S1 = {zi : zi is a representative of [zi] for 1 ≤ i ≤ 33n−2}
S2 = {zi + an : zi ∈ S1}
S3 = {zi + bn : zi ∈ S1}.

Then {S1, S2, S3} is a partition of V (Gn), and each subgraph of G2n−1
n induced by Si

is a complete graph. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, let

Ri = Si × V (K3).

Then it is clear that Ri is a subset of V (H) and {R1, R2, R3} is a partition of V (H).

Since Si induces a complete graph in G2n−1
n , the subgraph of H induced by Ri is a
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complete graph. For each vertex v ∈ Ri with 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we define the list L(v) = A\Ai.
We will show that H is not L-choosable if t < 10

9
· 33n−1.

Assume that there is a proper coloring φ such that φ(v) ∈ L(v) for each vertex v.

For some equivalent class [zj] with 1 ≤ j ≤ 33n−2, if there exist u, v, w ∈ [zj]× V (K3)

such that φ(u) = φ(v) = φ(w), then {u, v, w} forms an independent set of H. Since

Ri induces a complete graph in H, any two of u, v, w cannot belong to the same

Ri. Thus L(u) ∩ L(v) ∩ L(w) = ∅, which is a contradiction. Hence, each color must

be used at most two times, and so |{φ(v) | v ∈ [zj] × V (K3)}| ≥ d9
2
e = 5 for each

j ∈ {1, . . . , 33n−2}.
Note that Qj of Claim 1 in Theorem 6 is equal to [zj] × V (K3). Thus by Claim 1

in Theorem 6, it follows that {φ(v) | v ∈ [zj]× V (K3)} and {φ(v) | v ∈ [zj′ ]× V (K3)}
must be disjoint for any two distinct j and j′. On the other hand,

A ⊇
33n−2⋃
j=1

{φ(v) | v ∈ [zj]× V (K3)}.

Thus

3t

2
= |A| ≥

∣∣ 33n−2⋃
j=1

{φ(v) | v ∈ [xj]× V (K3)}
∣∣ ≥ 5 · 33n−2.

Therefore

t ≥ 10

3
· 33n−2 =

10

9
· 33n−1.

This implies that for any even integer t less than 10
9
· 33n−1, we have χ`(H) > t. Since

there is a possibility that χ`(H) is odd, one can say that χ`(H) ≥ 10
9
· 33n−1 − 1.

Theorem 9 Let Hn be the graph defined in Construction 2. For any positive integers

k and s, let H(k, s) = H2s
sk . Then H(k, s)k is isomorphic to the join of 33sk−2 copies of

K3�K3.

Proof: Since

H(k, s)k = (H2s
sk)k = H2sk

sk ,

H(k, s)k is isomorphic to the join of 33sk−2 copies of K3�K3 by Theorem 6.

Therefore Theorem 1 holds by Theorem 9 and Lemmas 7 and 8. Note that Theo-

rem 9 holds for every integers k and s.
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4 Remark

Since the List Square Coloring Conjecture is not true in general, a natural problem is

to determine the best possible upper bound on χ`(G
2) in terms of χ(G2) for general

graphs. Noel [11] proposed the following two problems.

Question 1 [Noel [11]] Is there a function f(k) = o(k2) such that for every graph G

χ`(G
2) ≤ f(χ(G2)), where k = χ(G2)?

Note that it is trivial to obtain a quadratic upper bound. For every graph G, we

have χ(G2) ≥ ω(G2) ≥ ∆(G) + 1 and χ`(G
2) ≤ ∆(G2) + 1 ≤ ∆(G)2 + 1. From the

example of Kim and Park [10], Noel proposed a more specific question.

Question 2 [Noel [11]] Does there exist a constant c such that every graph G satisfies

χ`(G
2) ≤ cχ(G2) logχ(G2)?

We have learned that the same question appeared in [8] in a generalized form.

Kosar et al. [8] asked if for every integer k ≥ 2, there is a constant ck such that

χ`(G
k) ≤ ckχ(Gk) logχ(Gk) for every graph G.

In this paper, we showed that there is no constant k such that Gk is chromatic-

choosable for every graph G. On the other hand, Gravier and Maffray [6] conjectured

that every claw-free graph is chromatic-choosable, as a relaxation of the conjecture, it

is an interesting problem to answer the following question.

Question 3 Is there a constant k such that Gk is chromatic-choosable if G is claw-

free?

One could expect that if G is a chromatic-choosable, then G2 is also chromatic-

choosable. However, there exists a graph G such that G2 is not chromatic-choosable

even though G is chromatic-choosable. The smallest example of Kim and Park’s [10]

is one of the graphs that have such property. Hence by assumption that Gravier

and Maffray’s conjecture is true, it is an interesting problem to answer the following

question.

Question 4 Is Gk chromatic-choosable for every integer k ≥ 2 if G is claw-free?
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